
Review Questions: Answers 

True or False 
1. The three processes in dance are dancing, dance making, and dance appreciation. True. 
2. Dance literature relates to learning various dance techniques and styles. False. 

3. All of the dance processes contribute to dance literacy. True. 

Multiple Choice 
1. __b.___Which of the following artistic processes relate to all art forms? 

a. apply, present, respond, relate 
b. create, perform, respond, connect 
c. read, create, perform, discuss 

2. __b.___Principles that underlie dance processes are 
a. dancing, dance making, and dance appreciation 
b. movement, choreography, and aesthetics  

c. technique, etiquette, and safety 

Short Answer 
1. List three benefits of participating in dance processes. How do the benefits you gain from 

participating in dance carry over to other arts or other disciplines you are involved in? 
 
Examples: 

1. Participating in dancing gives you movement experience that can transfer into sports or arts 
such as musical theater, theater, or opera performance. 

2. Dance making activities involve creativity and using design elements and music structures.  
Learning to use abstract concepts in one art form can enhance learning in other arts.  The 
creative process used in dance making transfers to other discipline projects. 

3. Dance appreciation involves gaining dance and artistic literacy skills that can extend to other art 
forms.  Appreciating dance may contribute to becoming an advocate for dance, the arts, or 
another social cause. 

Matching 
Match the term with its definition. 

 

 



1. __b.___creative movement and dance 
2. __c.___recreational dance 
3. __a.___dance fitness  
4. __f.___concert dance 
5. __d.___dancing 
6. __g.___dance making 
7. __e.___dance appreciation  

a. Dance forms that increase 
cardiovascular endurance, strength, and 
flexibility 

b. Explores movement to understand the 
elements of dance and choreographic 
processes 

c. Folk dances, cultural and historical 
dances, and social dance 

d. Human body rhythmically moving 
through space and time with energy 

e. Participation in a variety of dance 
related activities 

f. Dance genres performed onstage as art 
and entertainment 

g. Composing dances 
 


